
Contents

The heart

The circulatory 
system 

Activities 

Consolidation: 1, 2 
and 3

Skills

Reading

Writing

Reading Comprehension1
1 Answer the following questions: 

a) How is the Heart Cave similar to a real heart? 

 

 

b) How does it differ? 

 

c) In which part of the Heart Cave are there rubies?
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2 Is the Heart Cave a ruby mine, as Captain Caribe expected? Explain your 
answer. 

 

 

 

3 Which part of the heart is similar to the chamber of the cave through 
which the pirates escape to the outside?

 

 

 



Listening and writing

Contents

The heart 

The circulatory 
system 

Activities 

Extension: 1, 2 and 3 

Interdisciplinary with 
Art: 2 

Skills

Listening

Reading

Writing

2
1 Listen to Doctor Scaiola’s explanation (Tracks 24 and 25) and 

complete the following sentences:

a)  The blood that enters the left side of the heart is rich in 
, and its colour is 

b)  The aorta divides into other smaller pipes that are 
called:

c) The tubes that return the blood to the heart are called:
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2 Draw a heart with its four  
chambers, the right side  
in blue, and the left in red. 

3 a)  Through which part  
of the heart does  
oxygen-rich blood  
circulate? 

b)  What are the structures that  
prevent the blood from  
returning to the heart called?



Reading Comprehension 3

Content

Blood 

Activities 

Extension: 1, 2 

In group: 1 

Complementary: 3 

Skills

Reading

Writing

Speaking

1 Read this text on blood carefully. Then summarise it aloud  
to your partner.

Blood

Blood is made of a yellow liquid, called plasma, and  
three types of cells: : red blood cells, which transport 
oxygen and make blood red, white blood cells, which 
defend the organism from germs, and platelets, which 
help the blood coagulate to close wounds. In each cubic 
millimetre of blood there are about 5 million red blood 
cells, between 5,000 and 10,000 white blood cells and 
around 300,000 platelets.
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2 Answer these questions, according to the text you have just read. Work in 
pairs. Take turns to ask and answer.

 a) Which cells make blood red? 

b) Which cells are most abundant in blood? 

3 Make this “Sweet blood soup” at home. Explain you conclusions in class. 

 You will need: Pineapple juice for the plasma • Red jelly sweets for  
the red blood cells • Pieces of white marshmallows for the white  
blood cells • Very small sweets for the platelets.

Method:
Mix into the plasma (pineapple juice), red blood cells (jelly sweets),  
white blood cells (white marshmallows), and platelets (small sweets).
Remember to put more jelly sweets than marshmallows or small sweets.



4 Experimenting

Contents

The heart 

Health of the 
circulatory system

Activities 

Complementary: 1 

Consolidation: 1, 2 

Extension: 3 

Skills

Writing

Speaking

1 Test the effect of physical exercise on your heart.

Sit down quietly, place your index and middle fingers  
on an artery in your wrist and count the beats for one  
minute. Then get up, jump up and down a few times,  
and then take your pulse again. Write the results: 

• Number of beats at rest: 

• Number of beats after exercise: 

2 Why does your heart beat faster when you do physical 
exercise? Explain your conclusions in front of the class.
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3 Read this text carefully. Then answer the question.  
 
The hearts of professional sportsmen and women beat fewer times 
per minute than the hearts of normal people during exercise. This is 
because the cardiac muscle is stronger and more resistant than normal 
due to training. As a result it can send the blood further with each beat. 
Therefore it doesn’t need to beat as much, and it fatigues less.

If the heart of a normal person beats about 70 times per minute at rest, how 
many times, approximately, will the heart of a professional  
cyclist beat at rest?

a) 70              b) 50    c) 82

 
About  times per minute.



Contents

The heart 

Health of the 
circulatory system 

Activities 

Complementary: 1 

Extension: 1, 2 

Skills

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Experimenting 5
1 Doctors listen to heartbeats by using an apparatus called  

a stethoscope.

To make a homemade stethoscope

To make a homemade stethoscope, 
all you have to do is take a cardboard 
tube like the ones you find in the 
middle of a roll of kitchen paper  
and apply one end of it to the heart  
of a friend or a member of your family. 

Put your ear to the other end and listen. 
You will hear the beats very clearly !
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2 It is said that the heart is like a pump.

 a)  Look up the word “pump” in the dictionary and write here the definition of 
this term that best suits what the heart does.

 
 

 

 b)  What are the similarities and differences between the heart and a bicycle 
pump? Write in groups and explain your answers in class.

Similarities 

 

Differences 

 



Contents

The heart 

Health of the 
circulatory system 

Activities 

Consolidation: 1, 2, 3 

In group: 3 

Interdisciplinary with 
Language: 1, 2 

Skills

Reading

Writing

Listening

6 Writing 

1 Look up the definitions of these words in the dictionary: 

Arrhythmia:  

Tachycardia:  

Heart attack:  

Cardiologist:  
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2 Listen to these sentences and explain what they mean:

a)  I nearly had a heart attack, the tiger was very close to us.

 
 

b)  Watching my team play gives me tachycardia.

 
 

3  Imitate with rhythmic sounds the functioning of a normal heart, that  
of a heart with arrhythmia or that of a heart with tachycardia, and ask  
your classmates to guess which of the three cases you were imitating.

37



Content

Health of the 
circulatory system 

Activities 

Complementary: 1, 2 

Skills

Reading

Writing

Speaking

Listening

7 Learning skills

1 A very common disease of the circulatory system is 
atherosclerosis. Work in pairs to look for information on this 
disease in an encyclopaedia or on the Internet. Write here its  
main causes and risks. Then explain the information to the class.

Main causes:

Main risks:
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2 Listen and underline the correct answer in each case (there may be  
more than one).

What is the cause of atherosclerosis?
 a) A virus b) Being hit by something 

 c) An unhealthy diet  d) Lack of exercise

People who have atherosclerosis should not eat too much:
 a) Fruit  b) Olive oil

 c) Butter d) Salmon

People suffering from atherosclerosis are recommended:
 a) A change of air b) A healthy and balanced diet 

 c) Treatment with antibiotics d) Moderate exercise every day
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Content

The circulatory 
system 

Activities 

Extension: 1, 2 3  

Skills

Reading

Writing

8 Thinking 

1 Read carefully.

Arteries: tubes that carry the blood from the heart towards  
the organs. 

Veins: tubes that return the blood to the heart from the organs. 

Capillaries: very fine tubes that communicate the arteries and 
veins. This is where the exchange of substances takes place 
between the blood and the organs.

2 Which names of arteries and veins are mentioned in the book?

Arteries:  

Veins: 
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3 Label on the drawing:

 two veins

 two arteries

 two groups of capillaries



Content

The circulatory 
system 

Activities 

Consolidation: 1, 2 

Interdisciplinary  
with Language: 1 

Interdisciplinary  
with Art: 2  

Skills

Writing

Speaking

9 Stimulating creativity

1 Imagine you are a drop of blood, you are in the right half of the 
heart and you receive an order to carry oxygen from the lungs 
to a foot: What route would you have to follow?  
 
Work in groups to describe the route, including the following 
terms: aorta, venae cavae, veins, arteries and lung. Then 
explain it to your classmates.
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2 Now, explain the same route taken by the drop of blood with a drawing.



10

Contents

The heart 

The circulatory 
system

Activities 

Consolidation: 1,  2 

Skills

Reading

Listening

Think and answer

1 What kind of blood circulates through each of these parts of the 
organism, dirty or clean? Link them with arrows.

Right side of the heart

Veins

Left side of the heart 

Venae cavae

Arteries

Aorta

Clean blood

Dirty blood
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2 Listen to the statements and say whether they are true (T) or false (F):

 T  F

  
The heart pumps blood to the lungs to be oxygenated.

   
Physical exercise increases the risk of suffering from heart diseases.

  
Veins are blue blood vessels.

  
The healthiest action for the heart is to eat lots of meat every day.

  
When we get nervous, our hearts beat more slowly.
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